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1- Opinion on the proposal
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The French ports currently need a period of legal certainty and stability
(2008-2012: governance and cargo handling reform).

Impact assessment doesn’t show any major dysfunctions in the European port
system

As it stands, the Regulation is not adapted to the European port diversity :

Exclusion of the cargo handling while it constitutes the main port service ;

Ports of the global TEN-T would be disadvantaged (additional administrative
burden vs marginal access to EU co-financing instruments).

The European port paradigm : port as a free corporate, free to fix its charges
provided it is transparent with public funds  and liable to tax corporate ;

An extremely detailed Proposal with notions that go beyond a Framework
Regulation (ex: Independent Supervisory Body, the way to consult the port’s
users) and whose impacts on national port legislations will be extensive.



Dredging should be out of the scope of the  Regulation as it is a part of
maintenance of the port infrastructure ;

1.1.

Public Service Obligation and Internal Operator :

• PSO will be in practice the sole reason to limit the number of port service
providers in France ;

• Member States have to designate competent authority to impose PSO ; it
could be the port managing body. When it is not the case, the competent
authority have to exercise on a legally distinct entity a  control similar to
that exercised over its own department (i.e. decisive influence over both
the strategic objectives and the significant decisions of the controlled legal
entity) : not the case for the ports of local authorities.

• Article 9 should clearly be in line with Recital 18 concerning the direct
provision of port services by the competent authority through employed or
commissioned agents.

1.2.

2- Scope of the Regulation and market access



3- Right balance in transparency requirements and commercial freedom

Transparency requirements Commercial freedom:

Financial transparency already applied by the main
French ports with the Transparency Directive.

Requirement of separate accounts will add
administrative burden and port of comprehensive
network of TEN-T with a turnover under the threshold
of the Transparency Directive should be exempted
(distortion)

Separate accounts should only be required for the
port service activities for which the managing body of
the port receives public funding and not for all port
service activities. The separation is in practice not
applicable for integrated services (ex. Ferries
operation with cargo handling and passengers
services)

Charges variation should not be regulated as main
port managing bodies operate in a competitive and
free market ;

The close link between the infrastructure charge and
the facilities and services to which it relates to should
be removed : an infrastructure charge is fixed per type
of traffic and not per identified infrastructure ;

Port users, which pay an infrastructure charge, should
only be consulted on the level of the infrastructure
charges with a global justification of the variations
(investments, port traffic, economic situation,…).



4- Private ports

It would be preferable to exclude ports administrated, managed and / or operated by

public or private entities when they belong to the comprehensive network of the

TEN-T and when the turnover of the port is under the threshold set out in the

Transparency Directive as main competitive issues are focused on the core ports, it is

in line with the Directive 2006/111/EC and as ports of comprehensive network of then

trans-European transport network present less strategic importance for achieving the

objective for the development of TEN-T compared to core ports.



5- Supervisory body

French competition authority

Independent administrative body specializes in the control of anticompetitive
practices, in expertise of markets functioning and in the control of concentrations. It
aims to ensure free competition and to assist the competitive functioning of markets at
European and international levels.

National / Local Court of Auditors

Is responsible for ensuring the proper use of public funds and to inform citizens :

• Audits of the regularity, effectiveness and efficiency and  of the use of public
funds ;

• Verifies the regularity of public revenue and expenditure and the conditions
of bookkeeping of public bodies ;

• Assesses the public policies and make recommendations.


